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Errata

In addition to a few misspellings and reference formatting errors, the following issues have been found:


• Correction: Emeterio and Gonzalez-Badillo [32] have applied Spearman’s correlation to ranking data. A total of 16 male and 15 female skiers were included in the study.
• Correction: reference [77] included a total of 94 male and 92 female skiers.
• Correction: participants in reference [94] consisted of only male skiers (elite and non-elite groups). Participants classified as elite are included in the tables.
• Clarification: correlations in references [55] and [94] are interpreted as Pearson’s correlation.

Page 25.

• “Fingertip blood...” should be: “Venous blood...”
• “...30 seconds...” should be: “...30–60 seconds...”

Page 27.

• Table 4. “...Swedish female skiers published...” should be: “...Swedish female skiers (included in the national team) published...”

Page 28.

• “All data were scaled according to Univariate (UV) scaling...”. Univariate should be unit variance

Page 29.

• “Parental/guardian consent was obtained for minors (Paper I).” is missing from the Ethical statement.

Page 34.

• "A protocol can be reliable, but not valid, while a valid...”. While should be whereas

Page 38.

• “...what researchers say, and vice versa [109].” Reference [109] should not be cited after this sentence.


• “…that a performance test for alpine skiers...” should be: “…that a performance test for elite alpine skiers...”
• Clarification: criterion validity is meant as predictive validity
• Clarification: low construction validity is meant for the group of NBA players (i.e., body stature will probably not discriminate between top elite and other NBA players in terms of sport-specific performance).